Newly Released Amazon Kindle eBook – Alice and the Bookworm
A new version of the timeless classic Alice in Wonderland, kids will enjoy this new adventure of Alice and
the Bookworm.
Alice in Wonderland is one of the most popular and beloved fairytales of all time. It has had several
adaptations from toys to movies and is still enjoyed by kids today in a variety of ways. One of the latest
re-imaginings of this timeless tale comes from Richard and Samantha Hargreaves. The two have written
what could be considered as the untold adventures of Alice in Wonderland. This is a unique twist on a
traditional story is a welcome change, and one that may reinvigorate the interest in fairy tales in these
contemporary times of video games and the internet.
“The goal is not only to introduce a new story to the children today but also to bring back the love of
reading and family bonding. This is what books did very effectively and we want to bring back that
tradition of mothers and fathers reading to their little boys and girls right before bedtime.” says Richard.
The fairytale will initially be made available on the Amazon Kindle Store as an eBook. The idea behind
this move is to introduce the story in a platform that adapts to the popularity of smart phones and
tablets. eBook is the perfect solution making Alice and the Bookworm readily available and easy to
purchase and download via the Amazon Whispernet.
In this new story of Alice in Wonderland, Alice shrinks to the size of a bug and is accompanied to Bugville
by Professor Bookworm. From here, Alice assists the good professor in solving the problem that the
community faces. This new adventure features an exciting journey where Alice learns many valuable
lessons along the way. The trailer for Alice and the Bookworm can be viewed via Youtube by following
this link http://youtu.be/Rn9MJQP5jho.

